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ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL TISTE IN"AFRICA AHD REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (e/cN .14/237? 23&V 24'> 258 , 260, 267 and""

269$ 'e/cjS\14/sTC/20) (item 5 of the agenda) (continued)

Mr, HiORE3 ESTRADA (Spain) welcomed the admission as associate

member of Equatorial Guinea -with which Spain maintained friendly relations•

■ He congratulated the secretariat on the.work it had. done and noted ,

with satisfaction such ECA achievements as.the creation of the african ■

development bank-and the African Institute for Economic Development■and

Planning*■ As from, March 1964 Spain-would pay its contribution to the .

Institute "budget* . ■ . -: . ■ ■ .-.

The 'Coion»ission' should now'concentrate on the harmonization and co

ordination of national development plans; Taut-it "should not "be forgotten-

that the economic development of Afx^ica depended^ to a large extent, oh

its purchasing power which depended in its turn on1 sts exports of primary'

products^,, il'hus thsraos" urgent task was to adopt national and inter

national ;.economic, .and commercial. policies making possible a. substantial

increase irs ■.©xportc^ . Among the" steps to "be taken should be mentioned' . . - ..

the abolition of all;trade barriers; the stabilisation of raw material ■

prices.and the improvement of the. terms of trade9 the deterioration of , .

which ha,d become a permanent feature„ The most advanced countries should

understand that the same rules coulo. not be applied to countries With

different levels of development5 so that the principle of commercial

reciprocity should be modified and preferential treatment given to

developing countries to enable them to sell their manufactured products

in industrialised countries,

", The :COr-QT>erat.ion of Spain with African countries, had recently been

strengthened by the,, signing of ■■ trade- and. payments agreements with . .

Cameroun and Mauritania ..and of a protocol, on financial-: and industrial ■ - ..

oo-operation with Mauritania, and by. the establishment of new economic -. ;

ties with S?igerias Senegal and Congo;(Leopoldville). During the previous .

year-j Spain's imports from Africa had increased by 30 per cent and were

now double its exports to Africaa Finally; Spain was ready to enable
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African countries;, .to. "benefit '.from its experience of the last few years-■:■ ■;-

in the: tourist "industry,, since"it was convinced that ^that industry could .-.

play a decisive part in African development, ■ ■ . .■ ' , ;'■ \. .; ;-:' ■;

"-■ ' ;; ■■ Mr-, RETiTMID (international- Labour- Organization) "spoke at the

invitation, of; "the Ghairaian? and said, that the interest, that his. Organi.sa--, ,

tion had shown since its inception in labour problems in Africa had "been

manifested, since the second World War by the drawing- up in 19.47 °f .a.

convention on social policies in non-African territories and "by the . . , .

constitution, in the same, year, of a commission of experts on social

policy in the same territories.; Since the young African States had ;

been admitted to the ILO? two subsidiary bodies had been set ups The

Regional'African Conference of the ILO and The African Advisory Committee.

A large number of study courses and'meetings of experts on African ■lV"-1 "■"■■■■'

questions had also'"Been held, " ' : "

Technical assistance channelled to Africa through the ..intermediary

of the ; ILO hacl taken ..the form .o.f the sending./of 27 0 experts.to Africa, .the

granting.of 290 fellowships and the allocation of nearly 3?4OO3OOO dollars

in 1963 .alone.. .Two ILO.cerj.tr.es had been set up in African one at Lagos

for ¥est Africa and the other at Dar es Salaam, for East Africaa A liaison

office .with.SCA would be opened.very shortly. . .,..-..

The. International Labour .Organisation was keenly interested in- many.' ■, -.■

ECA activities. The International Labour Office had prepared two documents

for the Meeting of Experts on the Integration of Social Development Plans-: ,

with"■■ over—all- development planning held at Addis Ababa in -October ■ 1963f ■ ■

but the documents had not received-the attention that had been hoped, ■ ;■ ..'

OVro passages in the report on. that Meeting (e/CN,14/.24O - paragraph 94?

sub-paragraph (c) and sub-paxagraph (b) (iii) of Section III "Education ,

and Manpower", of Part .y, stressed the value of possessing*, certain detailed

information in connexion, with which the ILO would have liked to have seen

a reference, to its eventual collaboration*. .........

The ILO could make a contribution^towards the analysis of particular ,

problems of agricultural development and the" role of-institutional -factors;.-



in agricultural development, referred to on page/32 of document E/CI.I4/26Y1

-llHad also undertaken a study of various aspects of the., transition from
subsistence to market agriculture... The ILO would also like tdbe kept,

informed of preparations for the expert mating envisaged under sub- ;

paragraph (e), page 36. of that document,, and on the progress of the

project concerning the rural population of Mali and Upper Volta- (sub-

. -paragraph (h), page 37). His Organization would be glad to coll-aborate

.in .the;.study of• questions concerning rural life and. institutions (page

45 of the same-document), and.hoped to be actively/associated in prepare

tiona.for.MG's- African regional meeting on rural life, .- ..,..., -.. .: '

!■'■:.■ In the important field of xural development, the ILO was supplying

technical assistance to a number of. .African countries- - Nigeria, the Kited

Arab Republic, Senegal, Chad, Morocco and Tunisia - for the execution of

national projects. It was. undertaking a study of labour conditions in

pUn-fcations-in Cameroun, Ivory Coast, Mauritius and Tanganyika. , In'19.63

4trAad organized,,with FAO, a, technical meeting, on agricultural training

..■at Abidjan'* and ^regional course for forestry instructors in,Gabon. At

the request of the Government of the Congo .(Leopoldville), the ILO had

sent there in November 1963 a mission cntha planning of rural, development,

and the. report of ^at. mission, with 'the, collaboration of other interred

organisations, should lead to the restoration, of rural economy - an endeavour

with which the .peoples, of.the Congo' and both central. and local authorities
would be actively associated. ■. '■ ■ ; -.■•■■

■■ At the request :of the United Nations High Commissioner,for Eefugees,.

the ,-ILO had undertaken projects for settling refugees from I^anda in the \

Congo. (Leopoldville) and Tanganyika, ■ . . ' ,

With regard to the question, of settlement,"-a.technical meeting would

be organized by the ILO^in Geneva fron, 6 to 17 April 1964, which wokd W

the- sequelae studies in progress.in the^iddle East and Uorth

With regard to^industry. and natural' resources', the .3X0 had. taken an

active part in the .industrial co-ordination .missions of the ECA and with
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.regard to transport,,it would..be glad to make a contribution to:-.the-study

,ot .the social, aspects of the regulation and expansion of air and land ".

transport in Africa, including a study of labour problems-in ports.., and

a study of maritime labour legislation, which should have "been referred

to in :sub-paragraphs f) and g), page 27 of document E/&K.I4/267.,-:-.-.. :

■With regard to housing, the- ILO would be prepared, if African govern

ments considered it desirable and sufficiently urgent, to''appoint oh :'

their behalf a regional expert on co-operative housing and a regional

-expert on productivity in the building industry. Mention should be made

of the existence-within the ILO-of a Commission on building,'civil engineer

ing and. public works * and more specifically of the technical meeting of

v experts on productivity.and employment in public works in Africa,-held-

. in Lago.s from 10. to 21 December 1963. ■ ■ ..-.-■ v~ :- .-

With regard to statistics, an ILO regional expert'on labour statistics

had been-appointed for Africa from 1961 to 1963. The ILO was investigat

ing the possibility of organizing, in collaboration with ECA, two seminars

on labour statistics in Africa in 1965. " ' ' ■

It was the ILO.which was principally responsible, within the United

. Nations family, for all questions of technical training. It was regrettable

'that document E/CI.14/258 (para 5) did not do full justice to the scope.

of the training programme carried out by the ILO in Africa. The ECA ."

secretariat possessed a detailed list of regional projects of a general'

or sectoral character and of national projects organised by the ILO. He

. pointed-out thaf under the auspices of the ILO an International Centre

■fob advanced, professional and technical training in ;the service of the

developing countries had just been opened in Turin based on the principle

:^:hat -technical training was the key to edonomic development. The LLO

zyas..$Lso;concerned with managerial, training, and, with financial assistance

from^.he.United Nations Special Fund, had set up productivity and managerial

training centres in a number of countries, including the United.,Arab

Republic and Tunisial Several experts had been seconded to.the.service.

of'African Governments to do preparatory work for an ILO inquiry in Africa

for the purpose of assessing the needs and resources available with regard

to managerial tr'aining.
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...Finally, be recalled' the ■ active part, played "by the "ILO in the'

African^Institute vfor Economic- Development and Planning, and in the'

couxs^: on ithe-planning of education, and labour as. part of economic ":> ' :"" "

development ,-■ organised % that Institute in Cairo. ' ' .■■■.■■■;.

' Mr. FREDERICKS (United States of America) said that President

Kennedy had expressed'the sympathy of the American people "with the emergent

nations of Africa in their efforts to consolidate their independence and

make it-meaningful through' economic arid social '■■developmentV The new

President■of •' the"United States had'made clear his determination W carry'

forward: the;-policy of material assistance and-co-operation in Africa/

Between I960 and 1963? financial assistance extended! "by the;United' States

Government to, the African continent: amounted to about one. thousand'five

hundred million dcl.lar.sj.. ?;OQQ volunteers' of the Peace. Corps* currently, . ■■

serving,in 17 African countries w.ere concerned primarily with.human- ■■■-.. .

resources- .■ ■ . . . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■:..-■....,.■

■: ...The Organization of African unity and the Economic Commission for* '

Africa were the twin^pillars on -which-'African "unity-would be: "built,"The

review of the activities of the Economic Commission for Africa^, during

the past .five :years, and .the. work, programme- envisaged for the future,/. ■ ■

as outlined "by the Executive Secretary, gave concrete substance- to the

objective of African unity* He mentioned the projects for accelerated

activity in industry, transport and telecommunications, increased co-.

ordination in'those spheres, the idea of "establishing an African oommon(

Market; ' and' the founding of the African development 'bank and the Dakar. .

Institute. Training, which was an essential element in development, had

'■benefited "by the receipt of over 30 pdr cent of the American programme

of technical assistance to Africa, American investment in Africa had

risen 'five-fold since 1950, Lastly^ the United States., Gov^rnmeni;/attached

great importance to the forthcoming GATT negotiations and to-the Conference

on Trade and Development? and it intended to support any reasonable

proposals designed to promote the growth of exports of developing countries.
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He noted finally that, .most speakers "had referred to the -necessity,

of selecting projects.with the greatest care, andof achieving the most

productive equilibrium "between national and regional, development* They '

had not only realised the immediate -practical .problemsy but had also "■"■'■

emphasized the role of research, science and technology for the. future3

and their statements bore witness to their determination to .find African,

solutions to African problems.1 . . ..-.,..

. Mr. YAMEOGO (Upper Volta) observed^.that, ..since the lirst Session

of,.the. ECA, the ..economic and social situation in Africa had changed in a ■

positive..sense., as. was shown "by the five year review of the activities* '

of the. ECAr(E/OT,14/237).r . , . ' -. ' : ■"• ■■■ ■

■■ The:- Dakar Institute for Economic Development and Planning should

constitute a real centre of applied economics, that would provide

practical rather- than theoretical instruction. The Institute constituted'

a pre-investment the profitability of which was indisputable. Upper

Volta was. ready, to receive trainees from the. Institute^ in order to-show

them what; obstacles-the. economy-of the country .still had. to overcome, ' ■" ■

The African 'development "bank constituted the cornerstone of African

Unity. . It should "be kept free from political influences';, which would

tend to incline it towards one economy or another.

As a natural crossroads. Upper Volta lent energetic, support to. .the .. .

establishment of an African common market., The principle having been

accepted, it only remained for them to reach agreement on.the means and ..

instruments to be used in making it .a reality that would allow them, to■ :

reduce the disparities resulting from geopolitical causes, and. colonization.

Monetary integration presupposed economic integration and would condition...

it but, unlike the African development bank, the African payments, union :■...

would entail alterations in the internal structure of the countries

concerned. It was thus essential to undertake thoroughgoing .studies... .■-

before launching a project of that kind. He paid tribute to the-Executive.

Secretary for the work undertaken on that subject and expressed the wish
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that the Executive Secretary should "be given the task of convening a

meeting of the African governmental monetary authoritiess perhaps on

the occasion of the annual Council, of the Governors of the International

Monetary Fund, The Executive Secretary could likewise assemble informa

tion on the monetary institutions of.the African countries and on the.

difficulties which those institutions .experienced in their settlements .

inside and outside Africa* He could communicate that information to

member States, at the . same time as he communicated the result of the ,.

investigation undertaken under resolution 30 (ill) of the Commission on.

monetary and financial studies. In conclusion, the representative, of

Upper Volta reaffirmed the confidence of his country in the ECA*

Mr, 0KEL0--0IOTG0 (Kenya) stated that the year 19.63, represented

for Kenya not only the year of its independence;, but also a year of .

economic progress, despite difficulties., The most serious problem was

the increase in unemployment. In order.to solve, that problems the

Government of Kenya had concluded an agreement with the trade unions,

and the employers' representatives? the. Government would Increase by

15 per cent and the employers by 10 per cent the.numbers of those in

their employment» On the other han&? investments had not increased as

much as they could have hoped, Kenya wished to' see its trade with the

East African Common Market area increase.' Tourism in Kenya was develop

ing favourably. As the result of a survey of the Kenya economy 1954-

1962 j'-wnrdh -showed the necessity of increasing the investments 'in order

to achieve' an Increase in real income per inhabitant? Kenya had prepared

a development plan for the period 1964-1970- Tlfe very high rate of popular

tion growth' necessitated a rate of economic growth in excess of 3 per '

cent per yeara " ■

In order to ensure the carrying out of its first development plan;,

Kenya would have to 'establish an economic planning organization/ but

economic development was impeded by the probability of a fresh deteriora

tion in the terms of trade. Measures would have to be taken to remedy

that situation^ and "in particular it would be advisable to stabilize'the
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prices of primary products. More national planning'was therefore

insufficient?'planning on a regional? continental or even world scale

would "be necessary if they wished' to' avoid an even wider gap "between ■

the developed and the developing countries. He stressed that, however

essential for the country the development of trade might "be, Kenya had

no intention of sacrifing its principles to the purpose. For that"reason,

it had prohibited all trade with South Africa, Kenya hoped that, "by

way of compensation, the East'African Common Market would extend its

relations with other countries, in particular with the assistance1 of

improved inter-African transport.

Millions of Africans were ill-fed and ill-lodged, and there were

grounds to fear that, although the' statistics spelt progress, there had

nevertheless? in reality,'"been 'scarcely any changes in the villages. In

fact, a modern1 economy had "been superimposed on a situation that remained

precarious. As the' representativeof Nigeria had' said■ "at the one hundred

and second meetingj most major enterprises were still dominated by non-

Afrioans» it would "be fitting to find a rapid'means of remedying that

state of affairs, and to Africanize such enterprises.

The.riches of the African continent should allow it to make itself

economically independent. He expressed his satisfaction with the eff02. is

made "by the ECA with the aim of allowing the African ■countries-to approach

that objective. The African countries should move towards establishing

diversified economies? centred.on internal consumption. The setting up

of the Afrioan development bank represented a constructive step in that

direction. Kenya would be happy to see the seat of the bank established

in Nairobi, and it also hoped that the seventh session of the Commission

might be held in that city.

. Mr* MAKAME (Zanzibar) expressed the pride that Zanzibar felt

on taking its place, in the ECA,.thus demonstrating the unconditional

support extended by his country to the cause of African 'unity. The new

Government of.Zanzibar intended'to ensure that prosperity and peace■

should prevail in the interests of its people, whose full confidence
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"■it ■ enjoyed; Composed of two . small -islands, Zanzibar, owed its, importance-

to .its, position-on one of..the world's great shipping .lanes,-and for that ■•

reason.it bad served as a springboard for the ■ exploration of Africa. ■ ...

Zanzibar's temperate climate made it a veritable paradise, and the Government

of Zanzibar was determined to develop the country's touristic potentialities.

The country earned its living "by agriculture alone, and its economy was

"based on. cloves- In order to comlDat the danger of dependence on a single

crop, a development bank had been established, but Zanzibar would require

the advice of experts in oder to diversify its products. The assistance of

1 t!ie"ECA' would'" therefore be welcome,- The"Government" was striving to1 reduce

impbrts arid:Jto: increase export si; by raising1 "production1. ■ He expressed-, the'1

wish that ■'■fche'^bsiacles'-which were- impeding intra-African trade might be-

removed, 'He' hoped, '"finally? that the1 ECA would be-'able toLhelp1'- Zanzdbao1'"'"

soI'ver its' educational problems';, ■ ' ■ '" ' '- ' "■-' ■'■ - ■'■ ■■ ■■" :" ■■ -i.u.';,ev

._ _Mr. BMYBLLES (Algeria) congratulated Zanzibar and Kenya on their

admission as full, members, expressed the hope that all the African countries

'''-"':i "■ '■ ,:' ''■" ■• ■i--: "(--J- ■:'" ■ "" ;' '■■ ;-/: ' ' ■■ ■'-■ "; ■ '■■ ■'-■■.!■ '■ ■:■ ■■.-■: ■-' .:. ,; ; ' i--s- ■ [.X
would participate in. the work of the seventh_session of the ECA» He paid

tribute, to the capability, and probity of the.Executive Secretary, and to the

.devotion of. his staff,

to-give. & .detailed account of the, .progress achieved; in

'Algeria.1 .isinoe,';. September-19$2-,, -he would sumniarize briefly: the efforts, .of his

country, which had joined the concert of independent nations with-the :

heaviest hapdi.caps. Vast areas of its territory had been sown with mines,

pand its. .forests : had been burned^ Fifty per cent of the schools, libraries

and hospitals had been entirely or partially destroyed. The administration

found itself without, records and without trained supervisory staffi and they

were .obliged to provide for .the future wellbeing of hundreds of thousand of

refugees, and war_ orphans. Putting aside all feelings of resentment, the

Algerian Government had set to work and had drawn up a programme thai;

included nationalization of the land, of industry and of mines, partial
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nationalization of internal'and external i;rade3 acceleration of industrialisa

tion and^moderniaation of agriculture. The results obtained by universal

suffrage"'had served' to confirm the popular will to 'see that programme carried

througho

, ..It .was., of. course, premature to:say that ..complete success wuld crown

those .efforts.? .weaknesses would doubtless become apparent, Nevertheless^,

one .thing.-was irrevocable - Algeria's..decision, to -opt for socialism and _

Africa. - _ . ;,. . ■ :■..,. ■ - ■ :..■-..

■ • " The Algerian people1 were resolved-not only to achieve- their own develop

ment, "but also to make/a-generous contribution- to the building of Africa.-

Algeria-tfas the largest-customer of the othe* African-, countries, ] and it •

rejected any possible- courses of action that might threaten'to reduce1 it's

volume of trade with its brother countries* The construction 6f;-a trans-

..Sahara, route was to allow a. large .number of African;cquntries..to have access

■to the Mediterranean „ Even when Alger.ia .proposed., the preparation, of -; ;/

industrial or agri-cultural, development plans.-at regional level,.it was .,:.

,never..thele.ss. African,,unity that,it .had:..in..view. Similarly, . as far as ; energy

was concerned^ Algeria thought first of all of Africa, .and hoped that...soon

the oil pipelines would be laid southwardsc That would constitute one of

the'most obvious "signs of the fact that Algeria'would have ceased"to be

a "poor relation" in the world, and the Africans very poor inhabitants of a
..... ... ■..■ ."'X.' '' - ...... ,..-..

very rich continent•

-Mre M'HEDEBI (Tunisia) observed that, as decolon_izat^orn progressed,

the African peoples had become aware of the impossibility of,, solving,, each

with its. own resources alone? ..the tremendous economic and, social problems

.confronting themc .They had therefore elected tp.: pool., their..r energies and.

their present and potential resources, inrorder to. travel,together down the

long road leading, to prosperity,; Thus j, nine months .previpu.sly ...the .Organiza

tion; of .African Unity..had. been founded, . - -. .. ., :. ... ;;..;
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fail"to

1 ~the^ e'con'6mi6"End" ■sobiar"'develbpme'nt 1prdsp!eots"df the '"coirfcinenV in"1 a''decisive

"'"-1' fasiiibnV" TneTmeasur&s tha^^the'Afridan-'pebpieS "were^eihg'called updrfijo

""' take"' fldweS"'fvrom thVlld'ecision:s -on" principle's addpted In ■accordance 'wi'tii'''the

"Addis 'Ababa^e'solutxbns* '■■■■'J?hS':"prinoip"le"'b'i" an'Afiiican"ddm1m16'n"market1 and1"'of

an Afr±6an'i:oI1earifig''*^d?'1payme'n^B1'uKi6ii':"tiad ' already ;'b:eeh"' adc"epted''by 'the'

African Heads of States now they must settle upon the means to be employed

and the timetable to be adopted to carry out those decisions,

"""Only'"*expe"rTenc'e"woul'd^TTolfThem to discover the appropriate tempo to

adopt in the process of integration1 that was taking shape<. For the immediate

future, it appeared most advantageous to proceed by stages within sub-regional

limits. Although that might appear timid, and might carry with it the risk

of dangerous.crystallization, a conception on those lines had the merit of

effecting the transition with less difficulty and less dislocation. The

operation could, moreover, be abandoned if conditions permitting a wider and

more rapid integration were found to be fulfilled* The important thing was

not to lose sight of the main objective, whioh remained the building of a

united, harmonious and prosperous continent.

He considered that with respeot to the Conference on Trade and Development?

it would be desirable for the Economic Commission for Africa to take up anew,

on its own account, the resolution adopted by the Economic and Social

Commission of the OAU, setting forth with even greater precision the African

proposals. The representative of Ethiopia had announced that a draft

resolution in that sense had been submitted, and the Tunisian delegation would

be glad to be a go—sponsor.

He desired in conclusion to express his approval of the now direotion

that the Executive Secretary anticipated giving to the activities of the ECA

during the coming five year period. It would, indeed, be advantageous to

reduce the number of meetings and study missions. Similarly, the ECA could

hold its plenary sessions once every two years only. As far as the sub-regional
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offices were concerned,, they should be composed of a permanent nucleous of

officials-and experts of all-ranks, and of all branches, preferably recruited

in the regions concerned and working ,in close co-operation with the senior

technical, staff of the economic.administrations in the region. That formula

would facilitate studies.-.and the detailed preparation of common projects as

part of the harmonization.-of plans and the , integration of economies,.. whilst

at the same time encouraging Africanization, of the ECA senior staff...-..■■.■.

The meeting was suspended.at 11*30 a.m., _and. was resumed at noon
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.::.-.T-.-!.:::Mri--OMEISH -("Libya) said that-ifee^fei-t'Qd Nations Conference on'" '■-

Trade and Development would "be an event of 'the:'■highest Importance' 'for "-'-^

international, .co-operation since it would permit .the':whole-.range- of

such,.problems as ;the growing gap .between- developed and developing-.-. •;;-.;■:;.....

countries.-, and.-.t^--deterioration ,of the...terms;, of trade to be anal-yged.;,,- ;Vt

"by all ...concerned,,, ..Immediate, steps, should ."be. taken „to ensure- a\tfe--■:,■■■;■- ■■ z::

distribution of income in th& international economy-by a :system.-of,■■:/■.■< ". ■■■.'

,s.^oa:itrte.rni:: olear-ing finance,.. The International. Monetary Fund Should ...:.. v

play an important role in that respeot. Direct action, should also, be ,

taken in the form of agreements concerning promary products between .. .

exporting and importing countries. In the long run, the industrialization,

and the diversification of the economies of the developing.countries

should also help to improve the position. Although financial aid was;. ; , ,

temporarily necessary? it could not replace an intensification of trade, ..

The forthcoming Conference should also examine the desirability of

setting up a permanent organization for solving questions, of trade, and.. ....

development/ ' -"-■"- ■

..... . i: The ■ Libyan delegation supported the proposal tO'cr.eate an A

common laarlcet, but fearecL that it might be, difficult, to -harmonize-the . ' ■

economic and social policies of the various African countries. It. shared'- :

the views expressed on that matter in the document on the establishment

of an African common market (e/CI.14/sTC/2O,: paragraph 7) and thought

that the developing countries should take steps without delay ,to'co-operate

more closely "in"sea and'air transport"and insurance. "'" "

d t:p-..'fch& ^©Presentation of..Angola, Mo.zambi.que. and .'S

¥es\4.frica?..lxe!re.called that Libya ..had already-broken off .economic:. - .■ ,:■.

relations, with Portugal and :South .Africa .and-;expre;ssed tlie wish that.-.' ■...

Libya's,-name ..be .added to the list, of sponsors of .draft resolution ■.. , •.:-. .,

®/°?:aMfh'179*' ^e Libyan delegation, supported the Executive -Seoretary's.:-
suggestions, that the Commission meet, only ;every two; years ,and. that member.:'

countries should; .refrain frpm. recommending, an. excessive- number of ..special; ■ ■

meetings. He urged that the activities of the Economic Commission for-. V■.
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Africa and of the, B.conomio and Social Council of the OAU be co-ordinated

since they were, complementary and duplication should be avoided. .-.;'

. Mr.-.BENHANI' (Morocco.) was-;glad that the newly independent "

African States .had-become members of the Economic Commission for Africa "

and hoped-that their other African brothers who were still struggling

for their independence would .soon join the number'of member States'of

the Commission, :■ He also.wished to congratulate the Executive Secretary ■

on his untiring.work for the development'of -fcheii? great fatherland, Africa,

He urged all"African countries to be realistic in confronting the

problems:facing them.' The phase, human contacts and research with a

view to practical decisions, was in tune with Africa's current needs.

Human cdntacts'lay at the root of a deeper appreciation of African

realities and would be'the' decisive"factor in any pan—African conception

of economic, political and social integration. Moreover, the primary

purpose of research was to identify problems, to define them and to find

their solution. It was therefore appropriate that special efforts be

devoted to- it* The Moroccan delegation was particularly anxious for

the creation of a tourist research institutions -since the tourist industry

could play -an important part .in the economic development; of a number

of African, countries.; ■ '. ■■•■'.: ■ ■ ■ '■ ■ " ' ■-■■-■■■ ■" - ■

Tt would be vain to hope' that the economic development of African

countries' could be speeded up without international co-operation and ,

solidarity* It should not be forgotten that the ultimate aim was not

the defeat of a particular competitor but a victory over backwardness

a&d poverty. The. Moroccan Government attached the highest importance

to the forthcoming. Conference, at which the:. African countries would'adopt

the common standpoint defined-in an OAU resolution on-trade and develop

ment. It would >,e■ desirable to. set up, under the auspices of the OAU ■■,■■■■■

and.Eoonomip Commission, for Africa,, a Committee of--commercial and■financial

experts, composed--.of specialists in the fields'of customs duties and ' ' ■■

regulations,-taxation and law to assist the:-African delegations at the

Conference* ■ .-..^ .> oa-..; - ■' .'- ■■.'■:. ' ■ ■■■• " ' <'■■•■■■■■ - ■
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,.li::. He. thought., that,perhaps,the time, had come to oreaWan Africkri'

school of commercial studies' since - as .a number of delegations had

pointed out - Africa suffered from a,.shortage..of., businessmen.

He also wis.hed::to -stress, the importance of. the harmonization and1

co-ordination of national aevelppmen^plans and ho -welcomed the 'tirork '

that had already "been done in that field at the sub-regional level.

He.remarked, lastly, that the creation of an 'African common market

.was intimately connected withvA-fm«?an..-e-conomic development-and:;that 'the

European and. .African common markets: ..were in;no- way bpposedi -they were

two. economic.groupings which,,.-.rather- than excluding, complemented-oa©-'
another, . .,.„,<.«■ .■ < : " ■ ■ .'•■-. ,-■

.'■■Mr.-MiSGHDBER- (Cameroun) recalled, that:independence was not !

an aim. in itself ^nd^hat-therfight against hunger, disease and poverty

should be carried on-'by ;ail ^he^po^i^i^-%hat suffered from theL ''"

toits natural resources, .

it might, hope :to 6^ta^^the;kpit^i^^ds'it needed, provided that it

succeeded in carrying throughputs industrialization plans. It was '

therefore natural.that African.countries should attach enormous importance

to the United. Nations Conference-.on Trade and Development which romld :

lay the foundations for future, j^te^matlonal. trade, ' ■■ :"

Specialization and^tile .:^nitionai division of labour should
not. remain, empty slogans, ^h^ induWtrialised countries .should allow
.Afriqan:countries to sell; their raw materials as well as their food

stuffs and industrial products when the'conditions for processing them

were more favourable, in Africa. . ■ ..

.. The African, countries were-resolved to combine" their efforts to

build, a better ^ture. -Su-ch combined' action required planning and^the .'

iiarmonization and-co-ordination of national development plans. It also"
required financial resources, and' for " that" reason" establishment of the"

African development bank was particularly welcome.
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In conclusion, he welcomed the countries newly admitted to the

Commission and. addressed a'message of fraternal solidarity to" all those

still, fighting for their'^reedo-m* '"' ■' ■ ■ " ' ■' : ''; v" :

Mr, ■ HUo (Observer for Hungary) welcomed the presence of

representatives - of Kenya'-and"Zanzibar"and congratulated'the"countries

recently/admitted as^.E

• Hungary ^as the "better' able to understand tho problems of .developing

.countries .since,; -until the' Second'World War,, it had itself been, only "

partially intatrcialised, Thv rapid progress it had-made since' the. "war

had,,enabled -.it to. take pa-; in international"technical assistarSe^within

■tlwiJL4tai-ta,-, at.course/ of its Modest resources, Hungary was ready to'" .

accept holders of fellowships in the -follotring industriesS .mining/-'"

ironand steel,., building of .power stations,-teleooinmunicatiohs,

pharmaceutical.products5 eto. o,:HFn,gari.ani.engxneers,, teachers> doct6rsi{

and^geolo^is.ts. were working in,Afri^-:countries and Hungary-planned"'to

expand still, further its help .to Af-ri^j ..either in the form of bilateral

agreements,or through the -intermediary.of.the. Economic Commission for ' ;

Africa* .. . ,.,.■ . ■ -.-■■ - ■ ■■■■■:: .;."■;

l'%5®:5: Hungary■ had 'trade ■ relations ■ with1' only 'one African:

5gypti. :S.ince- :then; it had" concluded'trade agreements with almost

all the countries whioH Kat3. ■■gaina\f-:"tiieifr" independence/ In order to " '

contribute, to. the industrialization,; o£: .African countries/it would;'

endeavour to.export .more .machines; and complete sfetS-of factory equipments

its imports, included increasing quantities:of African products,- including

finished and .semi-..flni.s.^ed articleSo ■ •.-: ." ■ ■ ■ " -.' "lL-'""■

In conclusion3 he stressed the importance to Africa of'the Conference

on Trade _ and Development, and mentioned .that, at the .^third meeting of the

Prep.ara6o.ry Committee of the Conference,, the Soviet Union, Poland and ■■

Czechslovakia ^ad .^ibmiijted very.important proposals on ^the fundimentaf:i-

principles of. interna.ti9.nal- -economic co-operation, ' -: ■ ■' ; ■ ■ ' ; ■
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Mr. van DIJL (Observer for Luxembourg) said that in requesting

for the first time representation at a session of the Commission3

Luxembourg had wished to show its interest in the problems of the

African continent. Luxembourg intended to play an active part in the

Conference on Trade and Development and, as an elected member of the

Economic and Social Council, it hoped to continue to contribute to the

realization of the aims of the Economic Commission for Africa*

Mr. KRUITHOF (Observer for the International Bank for Re

construction and Development), spoke at the invitation of the Chairman.

With regard to the African Development Bank, he drew attention to the

message of the President of IBRD to the Conference of Finance Ministers

at Khartoum (B/CN.I4/26O). He welcomed the establisliment of the African

'development "bank with which IBRD would collaborate in the same way as it

collaborated in all the activities of the Economic Commission for Africa.

The meeting rose at 1,0 p.m.


